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Recognition
One hundred outstanding SP.;
audente will be honored for
uholastic and extra -curricular
sit-1%111es Sunday at it Recognition niingust sponsored by the
Student Body. The
banquet is slated for 5:30) p.m.
in the Spartan C’afeteria.

Dr. Gray Elected

cateut2 a
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

1701. 50

Dr. Thoula Grax, head of the
S.Iti Student Health Service, wag
elected president of the Astoriathin of (’idiforrila State Coneer
Phssicians at the .4.1111- lannuol
meeting held ai eampus saturday and timidity.
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Astronaut Cooper Sets U.S. Orbit Record
He Sleeps Peacefully
As Half Point Reached

New Campus
Solons Jump
Into Action

Cooper completed his first orbit
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (UPI) , Cooper had told ground control
U.S. Astronaut L. Gordon Coopet officers here on his second pass at 7:38 a.m., his second at 9:06
slept peacefully last night, while I that he was feeling fine and said a.m., and the third at 10:35 am.
cruising around the earth at more he could see up the coast to off- yesterday. He had reported at the
than 17,000 miles per hour in his shore islands.
end of his second flash around the
space capsule. the "Faith 7."
As he went into his fourth orbit world that he was "very comfortCooper’s capsule is scheduled to at 10:35 a.m. PDT yesterday Wal- able."
drop into the waters of the mid- ter C. Williams, operations chief of
Williams said after the third
Pacific at 4:23 p.m. today.
the Mercury flight program, issued round trip that Cooper was performing all of his space experiAs of press time, Cooper had this word:
passed the half-way point in his
"He is very much on top of his ments- -designed to aid the longer
flight, which Mercury control mission. He is in good spirits and Gemini and Apollo moon flights of
the future- on schedule.
hopes will go to 22 orbits. If the in good health."
complete flight is carried out,
COOPER NAPS’
Cooper will have spent 34 hours
Earlier, after reporting he was
in space and racked up 575,000
very comfortable, Cooper had
miles.
added. "In fart. I had a little nap."
He was scheduled to grab a full
The decision whether or not to
go for the 22 orbits will have
eight hours of sleep, if he wanted
been decided in the early hours
it, starting after his ninth orbit
of this morning. as Cooper went
last night.
into his 17th orbit. Speculation
At the start of his fourth orbit,
1st night was that the full proCooper passed the marks set. by
America’s first four astronauts-zsisimmed flight will he carried out,
Alan Shepard and Virgil Grissom,
since Cooper’s capsule was placed
who made suborbital flights, and
in an almost perfect orbit by the
John Glenn and Scott Carpenter,
running okay after the fourth orbit of his 22 -orbit
IT’S A TIGHT SQUEEZE for astronaut L. Gortall, slim missile.
flight. Cooper is America’s fifth astronaut to
who each made three orbits. Spacedon Cooper being helped into the Mercury
The Air Force major rose into
be launched from Cape Canaveral.
man Walter M. Schirra Jr. did six
space capsule by technicians for yesterday’s
the sky atop an Atlas rocket at
orbits last October.
orbital flight. Cooper reported everything was
6:04 am. PDT yesterday under orAsked how long Cooper could
ders, if all goes right, to soar
stay in orbit. Walter Williams,
around the earth 22 times in about
Mercury operations director, said
34 hours.
On t
only that the capsule’s orbit was
"I can see the California coastsuch that it could stay aloft for
line very well. The weather is crys"the expected lifetime of the mistal clear." Cooper said as he made
sion."
his third pass over the Pacific
OXYGEN LIMITED
Coast in his orbiting Mercury capOn previous manned flights,
sule.
.
adviser.
students
foreign
fly MANUEL AVILA
dented
however. officials had said capsules
The third pass was almost diis moderate],
Students working on their own
in similar orbits probably could
rectly
over
San
Diego,
a
little
on
a
operates
Sue Curia, senior elementary north of the previous pass. The
levels with international students successful because it
have stayed up for a week or perpersonal level, said Johnson.
education major from Burlingame,
haps longer. This would be far too
should attempt not merely to
The University People-to-People was named SJS Oustanding Wom- first was over Baja California,
long for Cooper, who carried only
Mexico.
Americanize them but to find out program is designed to give the inan of tne Year at yesterday’s hona three-day supply of oxygen.
ternational student a complete pic- ors ceremony, held in conjunction
what these people are like.
* *
*
Television viewers on two contiThis is the responsibility of the ture of the United States. To do with Women’s Week.
nents saw astronaut Cooper soar
student if he is to help develop this involves making the internaMiss Mae Stadler, assistant prointo orbit yesterday.
world understanding, according to tional student a part of the school fessor of recreation, was chosen as
Americans. President Kennedy
Rater Johnson, former Olympic community, to give him a complete Faculty Woman of the Year at the
included, watched the Air Force
MOSCOW (UPI) - The Soviet
decathlon champion who spoke yes- picture of the United States, said afternoon fashion show and ceremajor blasted into space on instanJohnson.
[’won was scheduled to start a seterday afternoon in TH55.
taneous live telecasts from Cape
mony held in the Concert Hall.
FOREIGN STUDENTS
MORE
tests
in
the
Pacific
rocket
ra-s
of
Canaveral. Fla.. and within a few
AWS PRESIDENT
Speaking in a moderately filled
students must help
said
Johnson
observes
Western
which
hours millions of Europeans also
Miss Curia, this year’s Associ- I yesterday
hall, Johnson punctuated his talk
understand other peotrying
to
in
to
some
saw the liftoff in a video. taped
ated Women Students’ president. said may be the prelude
with humorous aneedotes, delivered
in five years there
because
ples
transmission across t h e Atlantic
has been active in student affairs ; new space spectacular.
with straight-faced punchlines, and
will be double the 70,000 students since her freshman year at SJS.
The Soviet press played down
via Relay satellite.
outlined the theory behind the UniUnited States now,
the
in
studying
MILLIONS LISTEN
She is a member of the Orienta- the space shot of U.S. astronaut L.
versity People-to-People program,
and there will be twice as much tion Committee, the Collcsse Life Gordon Cooper. It all but ignored
Other millions in Europe, Asia.
of which he is national director.
understanding as there
in
trouble
Latin An-lei-tea and Africa followed
Committee, and the Black Masque. the postponement of Cooper’s
Ile pointed out that there are
is now.
the early stages of Cooper’s orbital
Miss Stadler, a graduate of SJS, launching Tuesday. The only menmore than 70,000 foreign students
help by writing tn
"Students
can
mission on radio. His flight was
on universities in the United States
In addition to her teaching posi- tion Was a brief Tess news agency
even
they
before
students
foreign
covered minute-by -minute in some
tion, is adviser to Week -end Co - ;tesn without comment.
ancl that many of them will leave
1
leave their own country," said
European countries and on the U.S.
Refs Faculty consultant to both
with warped and distorted impresthem
telling
by
Johnson, "and
AMIDST SMOKE AND FLAME Armed Forces worldwide radio netSparta and Freshman Camps and
sions because they were ignored
bridge
to
need
a
F
what to wear. We
the Atlas rocket with L. Gordon work.
member of the Coordination
and in the hands of an overburthe gap between American stuCooper in the Mercury capsule,
Thousands of Johannesburg citiBoard of College Recreation.
students."
. lifted off its Cape Canaveral zens on roofs of tall buildings todents’ and international
She is also adviser to Spartan
into
"Go out of your way, run
pad at 6:04 a.m, yes - day saw Cooper pass overhead in
:hying
Spears.
them, bump into them so you can
tl ae Ur dn
his space capsule.
HONORS
learn about their customs and
Also honored yesterday were this
country:. said Johnson. "Internayear’s 50 Outstanding Women,
tional relations is a two- way chosen
on the basis of their service
The annual AFROTC Presidenstreet."
to the college and the community. tial Review will be held this afterFUTURE TEACHERS, LEADERS
noon at 1.45 in the campus drill
Recipients of the awards are:
"Invite them to your homes and
fin( itt ‘vs BILLBOARD ISA
B Xi h
Loretta Amerian, Avon Amestoss field, at which time awards will he
let them feel at ease by making
SACRAAII N I
.UPIt A hill with the 1101.s,ite objective of
Eugenia Archer. iteo Blake, Mary presented to outstanding cadets.
them a part of the home, not fixProminent guests are expected removing 27,000 billIssirtis from California highways has been appiswed
Hinmquist, Patricia Butler, Janet
tures to be quizzed on their maConstantino, Nancy Daggett, Anne to attend the review with members by an Assembly committee over stiff opposition from the outdoor
jors, where they are front, and how
Davis. Susan Be VriPS.Carsm FlICZ, of the Army ROTC Drum and Bu- advertising industry.
they like this country," said JohnTheresa Fok. Mary Ann Fudge, gle Corps providing music for the IThe measure was solidly barked by Gov. Edmund G. Brown. It
son.
event.
and Catherine Games,
I would hen billboards within 800 feet of all state and federal highways
Awards to the outstanding class - lin unincorporated areas.
Pant Gustin, Lindsay Hafer, inExcepted from the ban would he signs dealing with immediate
.11th Harris, Sharon Hatlett, Pa- men will he presented to Jack Ul- .
tricia Ifearney. Pamela Henning. lom. freshman; Robert Gillharn. highway users serviers such as lodging, gasoline and food.
ANTI -DROPOUT MEASURES APPROVED
Lynda .Tensen Karen L. Johnston. junior; Peter Brewer, junior; and
SACRAMENTO ’UPI, A part of Gov. Edmund G. Brown’s
Linda Jones. Arlene Jung, Mar- Peter Wolfe. senior.
The Staffelbrieh Award, an en- program aimed at lowering he high school dropout rate named sucDr. Donald A Chisholm speaks garet Kimball, Lana Lawson, Jethis afternoon at 2:30 in SI64 nn anne Longinotti. Val LnWen, Kath- graved wrist watch given by Dr. cessfully through the Senate Governmental Efficiency C’ominittee
Elmer H Stafflehach, professor yost erday.
"LASERS" as part of this semes- leen Lyme. and Kamlyn Mack
The section. setting tip a youth conservation and training proter’s "Visiting Scientist" program
Bernice alangseth. Lsnne Mar- with an emeritus honoray degree.
inaugurated by the Natural Sri - tin, Karen MeNinney. :tenet O’Ga- will he presented to Carl Be Fran - grant was contained in a hill by Seri Ronald Cameron I D.-Atileirro.
core Area
ra, Penny Patch, Judy Pierson, Mt Mickey Birdwell will reetive Another part of the program, creating a special echICAtional program
Thus is an shbrevottinn for "Light Marcia Riggin, Susan Rust, Louise the Air Faire Association Medal for sealturally disadvantage" students, has already passed the lege,
for distinguished cadet work for a letore.
Amplification M. Stimulated Emis- Salcanintn.
DEATH PENALTY MAY GO TO PEOPLE
Susan Sargent, Joanne Simms,
sion of Radiation."
SACRAMENTO IUPIi Them were strong indications yesterday
t
rye Of f ice r s Assoeiation
The Murray Hill, New Jersey. Karen Snyder, Susan Stacks, Pa- jilt/ie:
scientist heads the microwave tribe mela Stoddard. Maureen Urey, Vir- Medal will be awarded to Stephen 1. the? California’s death penalty battle was moving in a direction that
department of the Bell Telephone ginia Vessel, Ann Warren, Ruth L. Savage for attaining high military could take it to a vote of the people.
and academic standing in the soph- ,
Wood. and Linda Yates.
The new move came as: members of the Senate Committee on
Laboratories
eSwernmental Efficiency began Netting a timetable for hearing two
Continuing Women’s Week, MISR omore year
Before joining Bell Laboratories,
Other awants still Is- the Au proposed constitutional amendments hv Seri Sohn linimciahl. Oakland
Dr Chisholm develetert relies kly- Fran’-es Hotenson. associate proles.
rk.-.1.1 1.5 Sorry ifar.sn..e,
Rots amendments. whieb most he approved In’ voters if
strons, haeksardseave esellletors tar of music ii ill speak tonight at Fore, Times AWarri to fair! Charn
’boa’
rums the legislature. waida abolish the rtotith penalty and :athistittibe
7 lel in the AWS Lotinee on Ow
and Miser electron devises
that.
"I TO ASA’ Ric ANI71" them bill Steller to understand
Ireton
Stieteet
l’A7aisant’in
will
of
the
lifts
speak
floor
rrhotni’leas7
second
in
prison
flaleill’iBsni7
T
also
in
chi’-holm
without
Dr
’mid
onssibilits.
MA.
understanding,
of
parole.
ever
the
world
second
reople is what is needed Int batter
Los Angeles while on the West Her topic is "Ein-opean Women and; an. Bennie Wilson and Lauren measure stud make ma-pot ems foi persons who kill a policeman
Refer Johnson, national director of the University People-foAmerican Women."
Paine.
Coast.,
convicts who kill in prison and pet-sons previously convicted of murder.
People program, when he spoke yesterday in TH55.

Newly installed Student Council met yesterday and quickly tore
away at the full agenda of business
like a hungry cat goes after a
plump bird.
Asking questions throughout
the meeting to familiarize themselves with council rules of order
and procedure, the 10 new representatives were itching for actual.
New members are Fred Best,
Dan Dahlen, Charlene Hiatt and
Don McInnis, sophomore representatives; Carol Eckert, Jules
’,Menthol and Ginny Vessel, junior
representatives: Don C7arroll and
John Hendricks, senior representatives; John Olsen, graduate representative.
Re-elected council members are
Jack Perkins, junior representative; Pat Butler and Pete McGrath. senior representatives.
Major business item at yesterday’s meeting was the passage of
a recommendation from ASH Pres.
Steve Larson to form a committee
to study if ASH allocations "are
harmonious with the best interests
and desires of the student body. "
Of next year’s quarter of a
mtllion dollar budget, 44% funds
will be spent for athletics: 20’1. I
administration I including ASH per- ’
tunnel salatiesi; 15%, cultural activities; 12%, communications; 5%,
me:sell:menus; 4%, social activities.!
The newly formed committee I
a headed by Al Henninger, ASH
treasurer.
Opined confirmed the appointment of Jim Sperling, past treas.
use to personnel officer, following
appointment by Larson. The group
also confirmed the appointment
of Larry Ferrario. past justice for
the ASH Judiciary, to chief justice of the student court group. ’
Other Judiciary justices appointed
and confirmed are Charles Griffelts, Al Malyon and David Winkler.
rpon Student Coeacir, ,-equest
Sir facts and figures concerning ’
he publication of Spartan Daily
smplements, Tempo and Peacock,
Vlautin, Daily business man- .
- presented figures and strongorged council to reconsider the
sriginal Daily request of $29.400.
Council recently cut the 1963-64 ,
request to $25,000. The matter was
referred to the Financial Advisory
Beard for investigation.

Just Americanize, Sue Curia,
Says Olympic Champion Outstanding
pe., . . p.opie

.15 Woman

Soviets Schedule
New Rocket Tests

AFROTC Review
Scheduled Today
At Drill Field

World Wire

Visiting Scientist
To Talk on Light

Si
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Bill Hauck
A hard-working, dedicated young man "retired" Sunday
night.
Bill Hauck, San Jose State’s student body president for
the past year, stepped aside as President-elect Steve Larson
was installed along with other new Student Council members
and exceutise officers at the annual student government retreat.
And so Hauck ended a "career.’ in student government
that stretched user his four vears at SJS and touched practically esery arm of the AS/3 program. He is the only person
who eer headed all three branches of gox eminent at SJS.
He is the first president from our school to be elected president of the California State Colleges Student Presidents Association. And he is a great guy.
liked by about everybody who has met him, Hauck has
done an excellent job of providing the school with a figurehead and informal public relations than. But lie has done
more than thatmuch, much more.
Hauck provided the campus with a fresh approach to
student government. He saw student government, and Student
Council specifically, as more than an administrative body to
dole out ASH funds. organize dances, provide services, and
do the many other tasks ASH finance provide for. He called
for the student leaders to take an active, vocal part in expressing the student viewpoint regarding more acadmic and civic
matters.
A leader of the first degree. Hauck spearheaded campaigns
to close Seventh Street, to provide the campus with a college
union, and to keep the trustees from razing Tower Hall,
among the more significant issues. Hauck’s eventual aim in
everything he did was to enhance the prestige of the diploma
and improve the reputation of San Jose State.
Hauck recently received a small reward for his work when
he won a highly -prized CORO internship in public administration. Following his speech at the retreat Sunday night,
he was given a standing ovation.
But Hauck doesn’t care so much for plaudits, he cares
more for results. When he is graduated next month he will
leave a gulf that indeed will be hard to fill.
J. A.
_nt nt
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SACRAMENTO (UPI) -- The
legislature is moving today toward final passage of two bills
that ..-ould result in more and
better local water recreation
projects.
The measures, which contain
Identical provisions, were introduced by Assemblywoman Pauline Davis, ID-Portolar. and Sen.
Stephen Teale, (D-West Point).
Both have passed in their respective houses.
Generally, the bills liberalize
provisions covering loans and
grants made from the state’s
Davis-Gnutsky fund, a $130 million fund created with the California water plan in 1959.
Under current law, local districts apply for state funds to
assist wtih development of recreational and fish and wildlife facilities at proposed water projects. However, the projects’s Primary purpose must be water
conservation, flood control, or a
similar use.
The Teale and Davis bills
would change this to raise recreational and fish arid wildlife
facilities to the same level as
other uses. Thus a district could
reecive state funds for a project
that was primarily recreational.
Another new feature of the
bills would permit the state to
spend up to $1 million, without
legislative approval, to enlarge a
project that might otherwise be
Ai
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THURSDAY:
Jim Pollack and his Banjo Kings
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, E. SUNDAY:
Billy Starr and th Gashouse All-Stars
MONDAY:
Jerry Snyder and the Back-room Boys
TUESDAY:
Billy Starr and the Gashouse All -Stars
WEDNESDAY:
Dance to the music of Jay Kenney’s
10Piece Ballroom Orchestra
A
CHICAGO STYLE PIZZA AND REFRESHMENTS!

3830 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
1nn ritnit\fien’i I\’ 61’ /

e’n; eV./

i

243-6000
614i sir

limited to one use.
if, tor instance, a district
malted to build a 500,000-acrefoot dam for in igation purposes,
the state could become a partner and spend its money to create a bigger project with recreational and fish and game facilities added.

EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust and Parry
letters, bocauso of space limitations,
maximum of 300
will be limited to
words, preferably typed and doublespeced. Letters ’,weeding this amount
either will sot b. printed or will be
dited to conform to length. The editor also reserves the right to edit
&otters to conform to style and good
test.. Letters of personal attach will
riot b printed. All lotions most in.
clud the writer’s signature and ASI
number.

Yes, Janice, There Is A George
Drew Pearsor, type expose dept.: Just before deadline yesterday
I heard a nasty sneaky rumor which, it turns out, is true. That
hot-shot hodad ’Surf In’ Film" set for tonight in Concert Hall is
being sponsored by (of all people) Students Against Communism.
Luring innocent young gremmies to reactionism, it seems, at $1.50
the
yet.
Ah, well, we’ve got to finance our anti-MUN campaigns somehow.
It is not now as it hath been of yore,
Turn wheresoeere I may,
By night or day,
The things which I have seen I now can see no more.
- William Wordsworth
I got a fan letter yesterday, and it kind of made my day.
Lord knows, they’re rare enough that they usually do make my day,
but this one was different. I even decided to print it in the Thrust
and Parry column, contrary to usual practice (Spartan Daily
usually prints only ,:..omplaints).
The letter was delivered personally this morning by Sue Whiton,
ex-Daily ad staffer and presently publicity director of Reed magazine. The little message was from Susie’s landlady’s 9-year-old
daughter Janice.
Janice, Sue tells me, is my youngest fan. Her usual afternoon
greeting is, "Hi, Susie, what did the funny boy (meGM) do today?"
This is usually followed by Susie relating to Janice the more
exciting events of the day, including rand I am probably ruining
forever my reputation by revealing this) how I occasionally leap
from desk to desk in the Daily Office (in tennies, match), or how
I am fond of reading the Spartan Daily while stretched out on the
copy desk.
Judging from what Sue says, Janice thinks I am a cross between Buffalo Bill, Batman, and Mickey Mouse.
So I wrote a letter to Janice, thanking her for her letter, and
telling her to be a good girl and study hard.
When I was done, I just sat back for a few minutes, and let
my mind wander back to when I was 9 years old. For a few minutes I scampered over the hills behind my hometown, golden yellow
in the summer heat, and fed the goldfish in the park pool, and
chased my little fox terrier around the cool blackness of our house
in hot summer weather.
It seems to have gone so fast, this time of innocence and fun.
Graduation is but three weeks away, and a life of expectancy will
follow. Wordsworth’s words ring
In my ears, and I resolve silently
that for me, there shall never
"pass a glory from the earth."

Spattanaily
"Have you heard about
Spartan Rental’s
unique summer offer?
A complete apartment
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Young Reader Is
Fan of ’The Column’
EDITOR’S NOTE: The (tatloosing letter is addressed to
spartan Daily ConunnIst George
" sat
Colts
Martin. Si,
this page for details. NI Inept-II trigs are Junits-’a.
Dear George,
I tell sue to tell me if she
saw you. I thing (think) you are
funny especiall when you wear
your tennis shoes. I always hear
about yow from sue when you
say those funny things. When I
grow up I hope I am as smart as
you. I am 9 and In the third
grade.
your’s truly
Janice Glampaoll

’Leaden Eyed’ Ideas
Anger Reader
Editor:
I have just read Ron Brockett’s letter with the slight feeling of dread that always sweeps
over me when I encounter the
opinions of the "leaden-eyed."
He says we must preserve the
status quo. I would first like to
ask what Mr. Brockett means by
"status quo?" I take him to
mean the prevailing cultural
heritage as it is taught today. I
did not hear the talk made by
Professor Birns to which Mr.
Brockett refers, but I am familiar with the teachers views,

and I happen to know that
he
is in no way interested in de,
struying education of raw etai
Hord heritage. On the ventenry,
educators like him hope to
teach
meaningful goals and %alues
our lite through the study ,4
literature, philosophy and
teal theory. If he says the fun,.
lion of a liberal arts voile*, 4
tu preserve such a heritage,
strongly agree with Mr, Brock.
ett . . .
. . I regret to say iir4t
San
Jose State is in many respect,
a "mass-education mill" that
turns out learned robots who een
help maintain our present to.
ety. I would like to ask !dBrockett if he thinks our soeleti,
Is worth maintaining at the es;
of intellectual freedom .
. . . I would risk breaking oj.
of old static categories and per.
haps be disloyal to the existing
order, possibly have unsanc.
tioned attitudes, and
build a new society. I might even
attend myself to the rigorous (k.
mands and untried plans of the
inexperienced visionaries lag did
the followers of Jefferson,
son and Roosevelt in our histor,,
such as those of some of the
more inspiring professors on this
campus with whom I have been
fortunate enough to study and
to find some meaning in attend.
Mg college.
Judy Manxman
ASH 8438

why eat hamburger Ns hen
you can have filet mignon?
Hamburger is good but filet mignon is better. Some fellows in coilege work for meals. Others work in stores and offices for wages they’
with a little bit
are ashamed of. The lucky ones sell Great Books and
become B.M.O.C. overnight
or at least
of luck and perseverance
after getting the first few orders.
The Great Books Sales Organization understands the needs and desires of college students Each year over 2000 students seeking employment, find that they are able to BANK over $1000 during the sum.
mer months as G B representatives. As a case and point Jerry Ashton,
Si S. senior, has made over $1400 since February 1, with Great Books.
Jerry graduates this June and looks forward to a full time career.
Great Books is anticipating the largest expansion program in its
history. This means that excellent openings are aaailable now particularly
for summer work by college students. Trainees who qualify can coped
to earn up to $300 the first month and $450 by the second month with
steady increases thereafter. (In addition, they will gain poise, and learn
how to handle people all of which are valuable assets for any future
job ) Those who qualify and do parttime selling during the school year
will also be eligible to share in the Salesman’s Annual Incentive Fund ...
a bonus plan that makes it possible for you to earn up to $1,000 in addi
lion to commistions.
Those interested in full or part time careers as a Great Books rep.
resentative should contact the local Great Books office or write, phone,
or wire collect:

480 North 1st Street. Suit 220
Call 292-1748
San Jose, Calif.

for two for as
Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I. D. Bracelets
Clocks
Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers

little as $80 a month."

SPARTAN
RENTAL_
SERVICE
414 E. WILLIAM AT eth, SAN JOSE,CALIF. CY7-8877
,4.4.1
0.,.,4vW;
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Don Higgins
says:
"I sold my
bicycle with a
Spartan Daily
Classified Ad."
Try it, it works.
2 lines, 1

week, 2 dollars

Phonographs
HI-Fl Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances
Dinnerware
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

FREI
PARKINO
We
validate
all
downtown
lot
ticket

66 So.
First St.
downtown
CY 24910
open until
900 p.m.
Mondays, Thursdays,
Fridcys

28 Valley Fair
CH 84040
open until 9:30 p.m.
Mondays, Thursdays, Fridays
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Student To Perform
In Young Adult Ballet-. "
treletit
A S.lprecli told Irr.riii
%till have the lead dance part in
the ballet, ’The Emperor’s New
Clothes," tit Montgoiners"fheater tomorrow eening.
John Fitzpatrick, freshman
.irtima major, will play the emperor. He will also have the had
in a part of ’’Sleeping Beauty
Fitzpatrick. who is a schola(ship student with the Glenna
Bell Moenning Studio, sponsor of
:he ballet, came to San Jose

SALE
More than
1/2
off reg. price
Store -wide Clearance

of tne
; 05 thIS
IVC been
udy and
attend.

sale of men’s clothing

Vaufhn.5
COLLEGIATE SHOP
121 S 4th (across from hbrary)

0
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Slate la
-it was an but Standing di ;v.:, department with
very professional productions."
lie plans to work on the stage
dancing when he uraduates.

JOHN FITZPATRICK, freshman
drama student, dances in the
-Emperor’s New Clothes" tomorrow evening. Shown here
with his lead, Athene Chandler,
the two will dance in Montgomery Theater at 8:30. Tickets are
$1.25 for adults, children 75
cents.

944PISNO0 81141TF
TROPICAIRE

Raftda

Twin -Vu Driu In

DRIVE-IN
"TARIS ERMA"

scr.,
"WHITE STALLION"
’ROME VENTURE’’

"BARRABAS"

TCIWNE t’’’S 7

nc..r1/1 ;crt-en
"THE DAYS OF
WINE AND ROSES"
"ROME VENTURE"

1433 The Alameda
"DAVID AND LISA"
St.,1,0, SI 00

SARAT9GA

ddi.

14501 Big Basle Way
"THE TRIAL"
Anthony P.,i,ns

rep’
lone,

"CRY DOUBLE CROSS-

396 Sown First
-THE MAN FROM
THE DINERS CLUB"
Danny Kaye
Kay Stevens

CCUM11111111

400 Seen First 50
Beffer 313 3 53r43 r,id
"HER BIKINI NEVER GOT WET"

"DESIGNING WOMAN"
Gregory Peck
Lauren Basalt

"GIRLS AT SEA"

--

A DOUBLE SWITCH IN LOVE

’’’’’’
11444
,CAROLSWENSEN

Comic French Play
Starts Tomorrow

’a

Society Editor

Ati .
be ids
trDrativ. Is pai
kriS
111MATI1W eveniti
ml
May be purttussed cs.a
noon at the college’ theatet
office for 50 cents with an AsiD
mull. and $1.25 without.
The three -act !day will have
period sets. is,sturnes and music
to complete the story of a double disguise run amiss. The plot
surrounds four people; two of
them are concerned with finding
at partner who, will marry for
love, not merels fkshion.
Starting tomorrow, the play
will also run Saturtio and M.ty
22. ’Xt. 24 and 2’, Tiikets die
. k-ent

Big Thaw Into Springtime

Neither rain. nor snow, 1101’ sleet will stop the Campus Male
from his appointed rounds, -especially now that spring fever is its
its most ciwonic stage.
My expert detective (G.R.) tells me these courageous, hardy
specimans are not far off. In fact, right now they are enjoying
their favorite pastimes- -watching the coed in the cafe.
The Irlati.sisti that flock to their "musical chairs" during the
10:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. breaks show the big thaw into springtime.
is under way.
ENGAGEMENTS
Christie. Lubken, Delta Zeta, jt.nior commercial art major
from Fair Oaks, to Torn Accatino, Lambda Chi Alpha, SJS graduate.
student now first lieutenant in the Air Force, frOM San Leandro,
Ann Schriever, senior elementary education arid speech correction major from Palmdale, to Glenn J. Iso.is, Sigma No, senior
111111USlriai relations and personnel managernvra niajor (non Burbank
Florence Rexroad, Siguia Kappa, sophomore art major, to Vince
Casper, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, senior business administration major
lion’ Bakersfield.
Martha Newman, Alpha Omicron pi sophomore musing major
Iran Loth, to Mike Ramsey, Delta Upsilomi. cm situate chemistry
.fiatent at the Unisergity of the Pacific
Marion Ihrsshaw, Kappa Alpha Theta. senior MINI(’ major tom
Willow’s, to "Duke" Horn, employee in Sunnyvale.. from Leanness
Their wedding will be in July.
Carol Zappelli, freshman English major from Los Gatos, to
Joseph Weiss, senior history major at the University of Santa Clara,
from Fremont.
PINNINGS
Veronica Gribando, junior home economies major from Lodi,
I,, Ronald Culler, Lambda Chi Alpha, senior cis il engineering major
from Stockton.
Wendy Weller, sophomore home economics major from Pittsburgh, Pa., to Gerald Hurley, Lambda Chi Alpha, now working for
IBM, from Buckling, Kan.
Linda Kirkendall, now working for S’alley Title Co., to Robert
lsonofrio, I AIWA:, Chi Alph.i. senior industrial engineering major
Irom San Bruno.
Joan Send, sophomore English major from Sari Jose, to Doug
Morris, Lambda Chi Alpha, senior conservation major also from
San Jose.
Barbara Barnes, freshman elementary education major from
Ventura, to Steve Beardslee, Lambda C’hi Alpha, sophomore marketing major from Pasadena.
Jean Lopez, Sigma Kappa, sophomore psychology and education major from Burbank. to Bill Coltrin, Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
senior mechanical engineering major from Los Angeles.
Pat Scannell. Delta Zeta, junior marketing major from Los
Vatos, to Steve Dunne, Lambda Chi Alpha, senior aeronautics
:aajor from Berkeley.
Suzi Stevens, sophomore elementary education major from
Ling Beach, to Mike Bowman, Delta Upsilon, senior accounting
major also from Long Beach.
Paula Morton, Kappa Alpha Theta, sophomore social science
major front San Jose, to Steve Goasett, Sigma Chi, junior engineering major from Saratoga.
Sherry Saunders. Kappa Alpha Theta, sophomore ishication
major from Arcadia. to Tom Truax, Theta Chi, senior political
selenee major frorn San Jose,
Lonnie Lathrum, Delta Gain ma sophomore elementary pit’.
ration major from Bakersfield.
to Ron Labetich, Delta Upsilon,
sophomore marketing m ajor
from Alarneckt.
Holly Barnard, freshman physical education major from Los
Angeles, to Rich Petersen, Sigma Alpha Mu, sophomore radioTV major from Livermore.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Tomorrow’s p..
per will feature individual sorority
and fraternity upcoming social
events.

^ 1Open Thursday Eavrdngs

IIIPARTAN DATLVI
May IN 146.1

‘41.1.

A REGAL CURTEST for her lady, Sandy Emery Wood as Lisette
raise: her eyebrows when Dennis Fimple at Monsieur Orgon tells
his daughter, Marilyn Henry as Silvia, that tie has arranged a
very fashionable marriage ’the play will start tomorrow evening
at 8:15. Tit.kets trio selling each afternoon at the theater boa
office for 50 cents for students, $1.25 for the public. The play
will _ also run Saturday night and May 22, 23, 24 and 25.

Students Get Half Price
To Monterey Festival
College students will he admitted for half price to the two
matinee converts of the !Monte.
riN olk Festival Saturday arid
\
afternoon’,.
rirewritation of a student hods card at the Monterey
County Fairgrounds box office
prior to both matinees, students
will be given one-half off the
regular afternoon prices of S.4
tiflct $3,
The opening concert is Fritho
at 9 p.m. Saturday’s matinee
starts tit 1:30, the evenins meeting at 8:30. Sunday’s matinee
begins at 1 p.m., anti the eV4ning starts at 4:30.
Peter, Paul and Mary will oissi
the festival Friday evening.
(It lam’ entertainers will
Mallet. Lipscomb, singer ot authentic Negro count* blues, and
one or the last of the gra:.,s roots
blues artists. Barbara Dane, who
will Mart a Hootenanny

At the Saturdas matinee 1.k.’
’Watson and Mike Seegar will he
among some of the performers
Stinda.>’s matinee will have the
Rooftop Singers and the Cour,
tis ft r" plus others

FOR THE
ULTIMATE IN KOHIONS
KeineSeemly
Bobbie Brooks Mina ’Pet
Lis Porter Ltd.
455 E. WILLIAM * mar 10th Street
CY 4.1629
Open 7 b, Neie.

’THE MUSIC’ MAN’
Is Coming June 18

ON STAGE! IN PERSON!

FEATURING . . .
MICHAELA and DAVID
Thursday . . . May 16 & May 3.
ROLF CAHN
Friday . . May 17
AL YOUNG and
PERRY LEDERMAN
Saturday . . . May le
Hootenannies every Sun.
at 8 P.M.
Open 830 P.M Co 1 AM

the olptetfe
Folk Music Theater
970 S. First St.

VAN JOHNSON
Belt Ktywei

Afet041ved.

MIME’, CUD

9

WHERE FASHION
IS MADE

BE CHIC, SMART, CASUAL . . . IN BERNARDO THONGS.

For school days, fun

days, shopping dayslive California’ Grecian -styled Bernados are available now (new stocks’)

It’s a Beach Robe!

in brown, tars, harness, white or black --with sa ddIe leather padded soles Butterfly insteps aie
colored in orange or lemon peel,

It’s a Patio Dress!

denim or buttermilk. From $7.95 to
$10.95 at our Willow Glen, Valley

It’s a Nightgown!

Fair,

331.100M’S

Downtown salons.

IT’S A SUPER SHIFT!
Big rew

- the fashion world ..

big news on campus ... the
Ubiquitous shift. A rainbow of
rolors from soft pastels to the
brilliant tones of an Aztec
medicine man s rob"
Size., P. S., M., I
Pr:r.ed from 5.00 to 9.00
I OUNGEWE AP
Register your Student Card Number when
you come to Blum’s for your chance for an

BERNARDO

extra shift free.

7.95 to 10.95
pa’,. a N.4rRicApr

pip.,

I 1\1- E

SHOES

aesenatiens III 1-7711

4-4,4161:74N WAN

Thongtem

EE 1305 Class
Needs Students
An urgent plea for engineerin
students to pre-register for a sue. fuer school electrical ene.ineen in
course is tieing issued by Alvin
assiaiate prefevair ,it
It sirial arts.
Seven students have pre -registered for the course El: 1.30S
hot 13 mom are needed immediately or the course will be dropped
from the summer school schedule.
said Lappin.
Students interested in pre-registering for the class can obtain
cards in E200. the office of IiiJames C. Mace. professor of electrical engineering.

BINOCULARS
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
AT BETTER STORES
SWIFT INSTRUMENTS. INC.
San Jose it. Cam.
testes 2$. Mass

Father’s Day
and _
Graduation
Cards
Studio Cards
Cards for all Occasions

PAUL’S
Greeting Card Shop
34 Fuunten

1.Y 2-3565

Speaker Chastises ’EthicsTopic
Brown Act Tonight

ay 16, 463

’Balkan Alliance’
Schedules Dance
The Balkan Alliance, Balkans’s
Udruzenstvo, as past of its contribution to International Week.
plans an evening of Balkan and
Near-Eastern dancing, singing and
music tomorrow night in WG22 at
830
In addition, special refreshments
such as Yugoslavian cookies and
near-eastern confections. will be
seined during the evening.
Those attending are urged to
Weal’ cuat umes. In eferably of Balkan or Near-Eastern
There will be exhibition dances
by Ansamble lgraca NarixIni Sokoli and other Croatian dancers
from San Francisco.
This will be the final program of
the Iiitlkansko Uniuzenstvo on the
SJS campus until September.

"The Brown Act -All Talk And
No Action." is the subject of Roderic Duncan’s address to be pre’Rented for members of Sigma Delta
Chi, national men’s professional
journalism society, tonight at 7:30
p.m.
The speech. open to all students
and faculty, will be given in the
Spartan Daily office (.120fli.
Duncan, former newsman and
deputy attorney general of California. will present what he terms "A
gentle chastisement of the. act."

Home EC Women
Receive Awards

PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER Carol Waymire,
30, a San Jose State graduate, works as
teacher in Ghana. A native of Santa Rosa,
Calif., Miss Waymire is one of 5,000 volunteers
serving overseas. Another 4,000 volunteers will

Marine Reserve
Personnel Sought The Enforcers
The Marine COIlls announced I,, day that it is seeking personnel to
’in a new reserve Marine Air
Traffic Control Unit I MATCUI, at
the Naval Air Station, Alameda.
Personnel will be trained in the
use of radar, its use in air traffic
emoted, ground control approach
and airfield operations while fulfilling their military obligation.
Summer training programs are
available in a all these fields.
Persons interested should contact U. Col. James Fee n a n.
USMCR. at 253-5649 or Capt. Jack
!Goers. at 3’77-0520.

Soft Drinks ON TAP

PIZZA

Enjoy
for study breaks
for parties
for dinner

CUGGINO’S PIZZA
862 No. 13th Street
(near Ro.-.1 St.)
Cpen 4-12 p.m. daily

’Til 2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.
Closed Wednesdays

P.S.: We Deliver Call

CY 2-8119

LET’S TWIST DENIMS
LIGHT THRIFTY DENIMS
LIVE TODAY DENIMS
wl,oeve- your interpretation of L.T.D.’s might be

MOSIIIERV
LT.P.s
( Light Trim Denims )
Were designed by Mosher’s Ltd.
for the needs of the Spartan man

Campus Shop

SO South Fourth
Also Town & Country Village

Corps immediately.

San Jose’s Rising Crime Rate
Are Police Dogs the Answer?
By TIM BARR
When a politce department can
no longer get the obedience of its
citizens, it must look for more
effective means of providing police protection without increasing
its number of officers.
For San Jose, police dogs apparently have been the answer to a
growing crime rate, especially in
burglaries and robberies.
The animals, mostly German
shepherds, are part-time household
pets and full-time police dogs, with
their master being the officer at
whose house they are kept.
Last year, near campus, when
a hack yard party got out of
!land, and throngs of students
oozed to the front yard of the
celebrant’s house, a police prowl
ear was in the area. The officer
ordered the beer can-toting, bottle-tipping crowd to break up to
no avail. The addled officer grabbed for his microphone to put in
a disorderly crowd call to headquarters.
Within minutes. eight patrol
ears and a paddy wagon were in
’he area and just as quickly, the
crowd of students got noisier in
its defiance of the law.
One over-confident merrymaker
let the air out of one of the police vehicle’s tires, then ran to
his dorm before being arrested.
OM( ER PUNCHED
Exchanges got ’teller. One officer was punched in the face.
Another officer stepped to the
rear of his station wagon and at ’ached a leash to the neck collar
ot a German shepherd. The dog
.,;mped front the wagon and was
up and down the sidewalks
the some 500 onlookers.
V,. tin five minutes, after a few
more heated last grumbles, the
mob retreated and within the hour.
Eighth Street was just another
tree-lined residential area in San
Jose.
The tipartan Daily’s Thro.t and

Parrs- colwrin, the opinion box of
the student publication, cried
-’dirty deal" by students whose
sense of ethics was offended by
the use of animal force to dispel
a mob.
Was it a dirty deal as one student put it? WAS it unfair to use
the dog in such a manner?
Lieutenant John Collins, a 33year veteran of the San Jaw Police and trainer for the dogs
doesn’t think so.
Said Lieutenant Collins, "We
don’t want to use dogs on anybody
unless it is absolutely necessary.
If the people didn’t break the law.
the dogs wouldn’t have to be used."

arm the man, and tell his dog
"Out," whereupon the big shepherd releases his catch like a big
birddog.
I At this point, a well trained
dog is like a tightly wound spring. I
He stalks the victim and his mas- I
ter. One dog circled the pair, and
even turned his back to the two.
But should the apprehended man
attempt to hit the officer, or
escape, the dug, in a flurry of
speed, is back on his target with out command, until its master
regains his footing or catches up
to the dog oul victim.

CAN STOP ATTACK
If the officer should see that the
Tut: S. F. ROW
:man the dog is about to attack
The trainer referred to the re- Is an innocent bystander, he will
cent use of dogs by the San Fran. shout "No!" and the dog, no matter
else() Police at Hunter’s Point , in what phase of the attack, will
He noted there was some protest run by and return to the master.
from a minority group, but added
All this training takes months
that if the group had dispersed
patient work between the inas ordered, the dogs would have dividual officers, families of the
never been employed.
officers. Sergeant Kidder and
Another officer. Sgt. Don Kid- lieutenant Collins. Before a dog
der. with 23 years on the San :ind man can be matched, they
.Tose force asked, "Do you think . must both undergo personality asI like to use my dog on anyone? ’ sessment to see if they work v.ell
I know what he can do."
together. The dogs have been doThis reporter is inclined to agree I nated to the city, and many belong
with Sgt. Kidder, after seeing the to the officers. The dugs come to
animals in training behind the Lieutenant Collins in varying
right field fence at Bee Stadium.; states of temperament. Some are
At the command "Go get ’urn," jittery, or overweight, some are
a fully-trained dog will cha:ge. not aggressive, others are over across an area, track the victim aggressive.
and grab the closest part of the
The overly aggressive ones learn,
fleeing suspect’s body. If it is a by well -placed jabs that they are
hip, it gets grabbed. The dogs not responding properly. The meek
aren’t vicious, Lieutenant Collins ones are encouraged to bite, a
stressed. The are taught to have I habit for which they have been
fun doing their job.
’punished in the past.
The scurrying victim generally
Since the use of police dogs in
stops dead in his tracks. That’s San
had its inception in 1959,
raw flesh the dog is holding hi’
ini_t experimental prorrams
flesh. The animal, at the ,aornSio,kton Bothnia,. \V:.shingmand "Hold" will do just that
n. I ,
;Mil SI. 140III
haVC
As long as the victim doesn’t move, tieen minor complain,
I, it not
the animal will only keep a gen- enough to make the pi,lice drop
tle hold. When the officer-master the program.
arrives at the seene. he will disKidder and Collins. in 19C2 pot
,
doh
iiito0 appearances al
; alchisins, chimeh gri uups. and civic
,ups in the area. This year the
’a ’u -mart dog IP:1111 has made about
25 such visits to date.
Both trainers feel the only way
public fear and distrust of the
arnmals can he overcome is to
ai
show then:
md t
deMOn..! rate 1
.
: - .1re

’

An Industrial consultant ilf111
church pastor will examine
nessmen’s ethics tomorrow idle,,
noon at 1:30 in E132 San .1 ofie
State’s Engineering Division
sponsoring the seminar.
Guest speakers will be Eugene s
Heckathorn and the Rev. Otto A
Bremer. both graduates of the
Harvard Graduate School of Business.
Heckathorn, a Navy officer during World War II, is a finan,
industrialist -consultant for a n ,
ber of San Francisco companie
Rev. Bremer, an Air Force
cer during World NVar II, i, pastor
of Shepherd of the Hills Church in
Berkeley.
Moderator and organizer of Me
seminar is Albert H. Jacobsen Jr.
associate piofessor ol industria
engineering.

HANK’S
Barber Shop
Hnry

Watannb,.
Owner

Sp/KWH:We la
all styles of hair cuts
Alms Center 148 Alma St

1,41

’ L.7

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

50‘

ALL NEW 1963 CARS
AT LOWEST PRICES

FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
(Sat.. Sun. I Holidays ascludadl

Factory Warranty, Nal/it’s Service
real low discount.
All. wad cart at
Call 368-4251
(Redwood City)

10TH & TULLY ROAD

tlistattramorr.verm

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAM PAGNA. Jr.

Professional Pharmacists
PHONE CYpress 3-7600
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

STATE MEAT MARKET
Corner 4th and Santa Clara

CY 2-7726

Complete Line of First Quality Meats
Wholesale and Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS
Skinless Wiener, First Quality

45

lb.

Boneless Beef Stew

65

lb

Fresh Fryer
Steer Beef Liver Sliced
Fresh Link Sausage

33c
45c
45c

lb
lb.
lb.

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholosola to Pratt, Sororities aid Bearding Houses

QUALITY BEEF STEAKS
Broiled to Your Specifications

lit NCRY?

Mosher speab..
dour longLiaqii. with
laather- beaten pants
made on the, wrong side
of already coded blue
denim. _rugged in evey
aspect and tapered for
the slim look.

+595
MosRer’sEct

enter training during the summer months for
projects in 44 countries. Persons interested in
these projects are asked to write the Peace

The SJS Home Economics Department recently held its annual
Recognition Banquet and presented departmental awards to outstanding students.
Nina Schat mart sophomore, and
Martha Henry. junior, received the
home economics faculty award.
Miss Schatman also won the
Grange award presented by the
Pomona Grange.
Margaret Millar received the
Helen Mignon award presented by
the alumni club in honor of Miss
Helen Mignon, former head of the
department.
Carol Diacomis won the home
economics award.
Virginia Phelan won the Morris
award for students in Food
Service.
In addition to the awatds the
department gave recognition to
students for their contributions in
home economics: Nancy Carpenter,
Carolyn Behner, and Wendy
Morck,
Kathleen Robertson was cornmended for hex outstanding scholarship.

Of Seminar

Visit Our
LARIAT
Room
Soon

you will make if a must to visit Angelo’s Steak House.
Come in and insure yourself of fine dining you will
wont to enjoy again and again.
7 p
.
II Beef litirgent

Chips

Have You Seen This Sign
From 7th Street? For A
Better View Go To
330 South 10th Street

FREE

Mil l’irkies
I eirmitn
Lettuce
("tiutnI
fielish

PARK’
AL’S &
EARL’S

Deiicious

38 S. 3rd

filltGElt HOUSE
11111 E. Santa Clara,

an .10161.

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA
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Cal, Stanford, SJS Spikesters Clash
Defending Champions Pl
In All-College Meet a NIP
triune to remain undefeated.
Steve Johnson drove in the wig,
nine run. Pete Petrinovich tvent
three for four, and Jo,, Whom
hone-red to lead SAL to victory.
Morley Freitas hit a home run
Actually, most of the events are and a single to lead Sigma Chi to
different than in last year’s meet, a three-inning 13-3 win over Pi
but former winners are competing Kappa Alpha.
In other fast -pitch action, Alpha
in similar events.
Tau Omega beat Theta Chi, 9-3,
nruh Kays he anticipates outand Phi Sigma Kappa topped DSP
standing time* became of the
on a forfeit.
weather conditions, which have
In slow -pitch action, Theta XI
been perfeet
and the Vandals each played an
meeting
officials
will
be
held
An
inelleible player, a Meta rebutted
this afternoon at 3:30 in MG201.
In a double forfeit. Theta Xi had
organization
with
a
track
Each
previously been undefeated in
team is required to have two offi- the league, and art- now tied
with
cials at the meeting.
the heifers, who beat ATO No.
Delta Sigma Phi beat Sigma Al2, 14-11.
ma Epsilon In fraternity softball
Art Bruns hit a three-run homer
just after Easter vacation with an in the liottoin of the fifth
to lead
Ineligible man. As a result, SAE
the Fturn Runners to an 8-6 victory
was given the win, and is undeover ATO. SAE beat the Air Force
feated with two games remaining. ROTC, 18-6, as Petrinovich and
SAE topped Delta Upsilon, 109, in six innings Tuesday. DI
scored three runs in the top of
the sixth, but SAE countered
sith four in the bottom of the

Jim McGuire combined to hit five
home runs.
A full schedule of fraternity softball games and one slow -pitch
game are on tap for this afternoon.

OPEN
Monday
Thursday
Friday
TILL 9

STUDENT
S AD
Ruled)

DISCOUNTS

A

.Tarns’

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPMENT

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.

gists

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
CY 8-1212
1425 W. SAN CARLOS

TOUR MEXICO
$275
(Everthing included)
15 EXCITING DAYS

7726

al’s

Big Three Track Reunion
At Sellout Meet Saturday

Defending champions are odn.
peting in every event except the
broad jump In the all -college track
meet at Spartan Field Friday and
Saturday, according to Dan Unruh,
Intramural director.

ie
5

SPARTAN DAILY-5

Mexico Summer Fiesta
Bull Fights
Aztec Ruins
Toxco Silversmiths
Surf. of Acapulco
Gondolas
Excellent Food
Splendid Scenery
And many other awe-inspiring sites.
Truly the most excellently planned 15-day tour ever devised. Glamorously sophistocated as you never dreamed
Mexico could be.

CALL CY 3-1031

travel agency
,17:0 NORTH FIRST ST., SAN JOSE
lb.
PPPP5j’tv5-.Y-WPPRW51.1

NATURAL SHOULDER SHOES I
by WINTHROP <1

15.95

a

I .1 II., ;seek, ..nd

C:illItutua hack and
fit ..1 .itte most feel there’. some I hiog behind putt mg (1ulthrunia
Stanford and San June Stale it
the same Meet ’he three sehoot
are expected to run in front
a sell-out crowd at Berkeley Sal

tilieali re-Itilureel his bad
aiid :Appear+ lc, IN- halt for
it" ,11-. I Iti,
ty
III ay, for
with a I :ill.: half tulle,
, mu, "1 the ilalital.4 leaders ill
5l411 alai
liae placed
high in Ilit NI .5 5 -llalilpitc11.
Yllip,

This marks the third (line this
year that Bud \A’aiter’..
will run avainl
Intlt:tri int!
rentigbemi. the 34-yearBear traeksters ,’,,I .4
t,,,
old Nigerian, had an appenticins
against Brut us
I ton
I:,
on Tuesday night and
arid Cold alai once in,: :Stank,’
.,;!1 he oft the 440 and 1180 relay
The Indians and Spartans halt’ team . and out of the In0 indef.
eorne dewn to the relay in both
initeiy,
of their eneiiiintery Payton JorVedder pointed Out that 240dan and it O. Is ..it the Y:11101,41
Barry Rothman has been
Itelays, ssith s-i’n fighting hick cotis..teetly over 54 feet in the
for a slim margin of sielory iii
a triangular
Ilta
Tribe and 111,1

Poloists Face
Olympic Club

Little mat te,
the three sell, closeness of I.,

LOST TO SPARTANSNigerian sprinter Jimmy Omagbemi had
an appendicitis operation Tuesday and will not be able to compete for the Spartans in the Northern California track meet this
Saturday at Berkeley.

Kellogg, Holland Leading
Spartan End Candidates
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the fourth
in a fivepart series of articles previewing the 1963 Spartan football
team.
By DAVE NEWHOUSE
Bob Titchenal by moving last
year’s leading pass receiver Dave
Johnson to flanker back for the
1963 campaign, is signaling to this
fall’s opposition that he’s loaded
at the end positions.
Johnson caught 23 passes for
332 yards In his sopho ttttt re year
as the Spartans split-end. Losing Tont Doslak at the flanker
spot haul Titelienal making s
hurried alterations in his gridiron alignment to gist- Cass
Jackson. the previous
flank, or returnee, some needed sup, port.
Dcalak, who gave Titchenal his
best year last season, will be graduated next month.
Although Johnson is the fastest
of San Jose State’s pass catchtes
-either at end or flanker is getting steady competition from
Harry Kellogg as the best receiver.
Kellogg, a 6-1, I93 -pound
transfer from Menlo College. is
rated by Tltehenal as having
the best pair of hands for a pates
cateher at *IS in quits- a long
time. For all who were on hand
at the al u in n I game, u Melt
closed out spring pract iee in
March. Kellogg showed that he
could also ramble after getting
hold of the ball.
lie took a screen pass and
leaped, hurdled and twisted himself free on a 61 -yard scoring play.
Behind Kellogg are 6-2, 195pound senior Rod DeMonner, a
veteran off the 1962 team and
transfer Carl Khan. A San Francisco native, Kahn stands 6-3, and
weighs 215.
DeMonner is effective either or,
offense or defense, while Khan,
a 23-year-old service veteran, is
vicious at times on defense.
A fourth party, Jim Williamson
-

1

(6-1, 188) had a good year ;it
Bakersfield Junior College last fall,
and if he shows a little more drive
than was the case in spring practice, he’ll be seeing some activity.
Two freshmen, Dick Peasley 62%, 2051 a:A Bob Davis (6-3, 190),
will use 1963 mainly for experience.
San .1lifte uses the split and
tight end system. The split Mall
Will play assay Irian the 11114. of
iiirininuige, for catching passes
and blocking on the wide sweeps.
The tight end must be heftier in
size for he’s almost like a tackle.
His job is to do the work of a
lineman, in addition to catching
short passes, In theory, the tight
end should be just as dangerous a
pass receiever as the split end, for
his huge dimensions make it difficult for the
lie
ler defensive
backs to bring him down.
Titchenal is moving junior Bill
Holland back to tight end, where
he started out last year before being moved to tackle to support an
injury -riddled SJS interior line.
Itolland
potentially the hest
end prospect I’ve had at San
-lose," said Titehenal. who’s finding it difficult not thriming superlatives at a stronger tea in
roster this year than last..
A JC transfer, Holland came to
SJS last fall, where he was the
surprise of the pre-season conditioning sessions. Not fast as receivers ordinarily are, his size will
fit better as a blocker and defensive end.
Jim Cathie, a 6-Pi, 195-pound
junior and a cousin to his above
namesake, will play behind Holland at the tight end spot. His
presence gives the Spartans good
strength and adequate speed at
end. Cadile’s a "mixer," likes the
going when it’s rough and rougher!
Jim Ellis (6-3, 200) is San Jose’s
No. 3 man at tight end. Just a
junior, Ellis might get a lot of
work this year.

rhea George Was a Boy ...
few years back, little George

chopped
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This was evidenced by Danny! co Illy mpic Club tomorrow evening
Murphy’s sudden stomach eramp at 8 in Spartan Pool.
while leading the too -nine in the
Spectatom will be treated to
last Stanford meet. All lb..: N
i10.11ileheacler, as the Spartan jun. needed fur a Sail June s1/4in vs.,Ii ior lardly will clash with the
first place by Itanny, and lit’ tio,inoic Club B team in the second
seemed well on Ins Way to vietoryl mat ch
when knocked old .1 1he ace.
Mike Hansen, Bill Parker and Al
Stanford swept :he l’auf.. then
top a list of promising
scored an upset win in tee
!!,-hrtien who will vie with returnjump, and a sudden 19-pi,
lettermen Jim Spear, Dave
tan lead
cad (Io ladled to tuii. artily Ai t.utis, Pete Sagues, Herm RadDwight Matilliditn1,4 strong anchor Ittl f. Dave Corhet, Dick Riddle and
finish in the ,,,Il
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t.tr Ling positions.
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SPECIAL

Burgers

c
FAST .SER1
4th & San Fernando
lOppobite Librars

STORE FOR MEN
Downtown, San Jose
Since 1925

mart
titch
uperb
tyle

1.00F.P.NG FCR A
BETTER HAIRCUT?
cL tt ,.
$3$0

RE5TY1E CUT inc!orhs
shap,n7, sharni,
‘
mot cut and tt-

300

RAZOR CO’S

5235
STANLEY -WARREN CUT
Bq Apt:: i,itylt tI (
PHONE CY4-1601

THE STAHLEY.WIPEN SHOP

17 SGuth 5 s -n! 0

!In J,se

STANLEY

E=LI=

Master
JEWELERS
72 S. Firii
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

Westgate

RENICriaiiiG SALE
Birth Soone Rings
Off
Fine Selection Custom Jewelry
’ 2 Off
* * * k *
Our Regular Stock of
Beautiful Diamond Rings 1/3 Off
* * * * *

I

\

’,..

t -- -

100‘." Wool
Card i ria it b.!

ND JEFF
digan, superbly
,ci in
vi brant new coloi,. Beau; fully fashioned with an

elegant

popcorn stitch
for remarkably rich testiire. Quality -knit for
lastingluxury,to be worn

flown

lieve it,

These shoes have all the authentic details
X>
X>
that you associate with fine traditional
X.,
clothing
... they are trim and tailored ...
X)
X)
casual enough for campus wear, dressy
X.,
enough to wear with your best Rams Head
Xi
tsuit. Black, ivy, tan.

’ell, would you be.

George made cherry frames out

of that wood. We just
shipment

reeeit ed

a

of thaw cherry Ira ian-a Sn

Watches Just
In Time For
Graduation
As Low As $15.95
* * * * *

VALLEY FAIR
Stevens

Creek Road

Hours: 9:30 to 9:39 Mon. duo Fri.
~NS

(4AI: DEFECTlin

- 9:30 in 5:30 NO.
saitesmesemin

discreet

pride for

years to come.

COME IN AND LOOK AROUND
drop

Plus Z:61.1: Green Stomps
in today and buy the one you like hest.
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Vaster

J1FIVELER

0-14113IINTS
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giant
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must
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a cherry tree.
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Jose Paint & Wallpaper
112 South Second Street

atilt/Ad/Ed/a
STORE FOR MEN

72 S. First St.
Sari Jose
Phone 297-0920

\A

Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
tgate

Phone 379-3061

SANTA CLARA AT 2ND
Op.. Mnndays &

TIturldays ’1:1

Free pe Iv rig beck of the stew

_
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SJS Shields
’Exchange’ Dance Tomorrow To Initiate

Two bands, Bobby Taylor and
The SJS-San Jose City College
exchange basketball game and the Kingsmen and Bobby Ingrain
dance are tomorrow night. The and the Soul Brothers, will play
basketball game is at 8 p.m. in at the dance. Freshmen from both
the Women’s Gym. and the dance schools will take part in the game.
The freshman class is sponsoris at 9:30 p.m. in the Men’s Gym,
,ing the exchange.
and is 25 cents per person.

OFFICE JOBS!
TRAIN IN JUST WEEKS!
Rprd modrn methods qualify you at tire Academy of Business in less
tim Such s. S.cr.tenial. General Office IBM Keypunch, PBS Rceptionist.
and other offic jobs. Top salaries, too Your early earnings met., than
repay th I. lees.

ACADEMY OF BUSINESS
Summer and Fall Classes Now Registering
Still at 372 So. lit (entire 2nd floor) San Jose

.take Your Claim Today.
We just received a brand new
shipment of gold frames from
the gold fields of California.
Come in today and stake your
claim on the ones you like best!

San Jose Paint & Wallpaper
112 South Second Street

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)

susimass semen IS)

Thirteen San Jose State men
will be initiated into and recognized by Spartan Shields. sophomore men’s honorary service society. Sunday afternoon.
A 3 p.m. initiation is scheduled
for SJS’ Memorial Chapel, at which
Unit. Dr. Lowell M. Walter, chief
counselor, and Steve Larson. ASB
president, will address the group.
A replica of the original Spartan
Shield that was given SJS by officials of Sparta. Greece will he used
at the initiation, according to Ken
Howell. assistant pledge trainer.
Following the initiation a Recognition Banquet will be held in Spartan Cafeteria. The outstanding
man and woman seniors, in the
eyes of the society, will be honored
at the dinner.

S.C. County Applies
Vwor omoT-yadoT
For Educational T
Santa Clara County is bidding
for an educational television station, to serve San Jose State and
other schools with classroom instruction. according to Dr Ittron
Schussman. assistant superintendent of Santa Clara County Office
of Education.
At present an application Is In
the hands of the Federal Communications Commission in Washington. D.C. for the establishment of
Channel 54. ultra high frequency.
to serve an area roughly equal to
Santa Clara County. Although Dr.
Schussman has not heard from the
Commission yet. he is quite hopeful the station will be approved.
Concerning the college’s participation in the planned TV stalon,
Dr. Schussman commented: "We
will cooperate with the college to
provide as much material as it is
willing to provide."
Dr. Richard B. Lewis, head of the

Recent activities completed by
the organization include the planting of trees, with the cooperation
and Recreation Department, in
of the Santa Clara County Parks TODAY:
Santa Teresa Park, said Howell.
Cafe Capers: -The Moonshiners"
Pledges to be initiated Sunday sing folk tunes in cafeteria, 2-3
are: Dick Stuart, Ed Gibson, Bruce p.m.

Spartaguide

MacDonald, Joe Buehler. Floyd
Amateur Radio Club: Election of
Nuehnis, Gary Brenneman, Bob Meets in 1A240, 3:30 p.m.
Booth. Tom Volz, Bob Comity,
Mel: Nomination of officers:
Lynn Bassett, Dan Barker. Dan College Union, 8 p.m.
Dahlen and George Drake.
Flying 20’s: Film, information
on summer membership, E132, 7:30

June 3 Deadline
For Manuscripts
The deadline for entering manuscripts in the Valley Writers
Council’s writing contest is June
3. 1963. Entries should he mailed
to P. 0. Box 485, San Jose, Calif.
Adults may enter up to 5,000.
word short stories or articles, and
poems of up to 100 lines.

audio-visual services and chairman
of the college radio and TV committee, said he is extremely interested in sponsorship of the station,
and commented that "the college
will look forward to cooperating
with the count. once again."
In reference to competition with
KQED, Channel 9, San Francisco’s
educational television station. Dr.
Schussman said, "I do not feel we
will compete with KQED, but we
plan to dovetail and supplement it.
It’s like books in education. We
never have enough.
"We plan to work with KQED
and provide material that station
can’t. For instance, it is unable to
serve the secondary educational
needs, providing only those of elementary. We hope to present both
elementary and secondary education.
The station has been planned at
three progressing stages. First is
setting up the transmitting equipment to be located on county communications property, a hill in the
center of the valley in San Jose.
The transmitting unit will broadcast only pre-recorded material at
first, according to Dr. Schussman.
Therefore, no studio will be needed
in the beginning.
Second stage is linking with the
elementary schools, high schools,
and colleges in the area. Thirdly.
the station hopes to have mobile
units traveling to different locations.
Operating costs of paying the
staff and renting the films will be
paid by the districts and the people the station will serve. The facility also will be available as a
communication link for the police
department, fire department, and
other such organizations.

Student Industrial Design Assn.:
Exhibit on display in 1A226 until
tomorrow.
Women’s Recreation Assn.: Competitive swimming at 9:50 p.m.;
basketball at 7 p.m.; Women’s
Gym.
Student Affiliates of American
Chemical Society: Meets in S164,
Film Record of Air War
1:30 p.m.
Arnold Air Suite! y, AFROTC
Surfing Films: Bruce Blown
narrates films from the world. cadet honorary society, will preover: admission $1.50; Concert sent its last two films in the Air
Power Series this afternoon at
Hall, 8 p.m.
2:30 in TH55. The film is entitled
TOMORROW:
"The Day North America Was
International Week: Bazaar in Attacked," and shows the defense
Outer Quad, 11:30 a.m. to 3:30 moves undertaken by the U.S. and
p.m.
Canadian Air Forces
Education Department: EdurFt
lion Materials Display: ED331,
9:30 a.m -4 p.m.
Phi Sigma Tau: Tim Carr:ova.
instructor of philosophy, reads paper on "Philosophy of Religion";
687 S. Eighth St., 8 p.m.
Balkan Alliance: Big Kolo party;
exhibition dancing, live musi c,
dances from many countries; admission 75 cents to public, 50 cents
to students; WG22, 8 p.m.
Coliseum Relays: Track and
field meet at the Coliseum, Los
Angeles.

if you do driaing. Auto Insurance for stJdonts. Phone 248.
Free rid., to D
Male. Experienced. References. UN 7- 2420. Chet Bailey Ins. 385 So. Monroe
High school students may sub9924.
Street.
mit stories up to 2,000 words and
Ride wanted: N.Y.C. area norstop. June Joy W. Lang Insurance Counseling. poetry up to 50 lines in a separate
Northwestern Mut. Life rewards planning
6-7. Cf 7-1295.
with lowest net costs. guaranteed in -Future Writers of America" con
Passengers wanted to East Coast. Share .arability. strength of 106 years exper- test.
espenses and driving. Leaving June 10. ience. 293-3700.
Ca!, Dennis.266-5540, eves.
All entries must he original and
’au! Scola, State Farm Insurance. AutoWanted: someone who likes to write and LifeFire. Bus. 378-4123, Res. 266-5908. unpublished. The author’s name
’is time. 253-2224.
Ma e students w;411 a -13- or 3.0 average and manuscript title should appear,
an additional 20%, discount on on a separate page.
Wanted: rider to Utah. Wyo or Colo. receive
their auto ins.
Lv. Juno 5-6. Jana 293-7839.
Entry fees in the adult contest ’
MEN - Save 20; on auto insurance- are $2 for the first manuscript and
HORSE RIDING: Enjoy 2500 acres of Good
students - clean record. Bes $1 for each
scenic -rails overlook no Santa Clara watets for
additional entry. Stu -1
married students, Cali Deue
Valley. Off Hwy. 101, 1 mi. south of
Paulson,
354.7156, State Farm Insurance dents are asked to pay a fee of $1. ti
IBM. Santa Teresa Stables. 350 Bernal
Cootpaoy.
Winners will be announced, cash
Rd. S.J. 227-9738.
prizes awarded and winning manuEMPLOYMENT (16)
LOST AND POUND (2)
scripts read at the annual confergirl over 21 to assist housemother
Please return bks. or just notebk. Lost Sisnior
year for pert room and board. CV ence at the Hotel Ste. Claire, San
IP. in Library. No guests. Reward. Larry newt
Jose, on Aug. 9-10-11,
3-2675.
See 355 S. 10th CV 4-6019.
Wanted: experienced ht.
Lost: biege binder with gold seal. Re- Free room & board. 293-974’.
turn to Nancy Robinson. 210 South 10th Cal..
CV 3-9898. Reward.
Wanted: summer job near
AUTOMOTIVE (4)
Available afternoons and even, ,
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
’69 Lambrette, exc. cond.. $200. 295- Jean. 298-4641.
1310.
handy order form, clip if, and send it with a check or
Men: now interviewing. Earn urn to $100
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
weeli of more if above 4,9,41e. Work
’49 Ford, r & h stick. V
very clean.
with a repJtabie co. nationally famous
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
$150 c offer. Dave. CV 39995.
in its field. Earn cash v.hot,h;ps
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
’59 Yespo 6. S. All accea. Recant overh. from $100 to $600. If foil have ,w own
and are 20 years of ago or ever
292 2593. Eves.
Check a Classification:
call 252 8545.
’57 Ford, gd. coed Or. auto. Nancy
-: A nnnnn cements 0 Business Services’ ’ Instruction
MGroey, CV 3-9802.
HOUSING (12)
- Automotive
0 Housing
Merchandise
14 Mere., r & II, 2 new tires $295 or Corning to the University of Californi
Print your ad here:
best offer. Call 298.1681.
Berkeley Summer Session? Spend a
’nor to remember at the Students C1962 Vises ISO. $250. Perfect cond. See OP Low cost room & board for men &
at 615 Emory. Call 295-0146 till 5 ptm
-rrn. $86.52 per 6 -week session. 3
or CL 1.7438 af.er 5.
, daily, 7 days a week on the Co.
"lip work program. Matte your reserve.
’54 Chow. 2 dr.. 2 two’s, fir, b... cs.- ’Ion
Students Co
University
NOW!
uphl. $400. CH 3-0230.
operative Association 2424 Ridge Rong
- 411 Buick Riviera hdtp. Excellent cone Berkeley 9. California.
tio^ 57’5. 292-9604.
r Girl wanted to share an apt, during sumer & newt year. CV 4-6030.
1911$ Corvette, fuel injection, 4 sod.,
positraction, traction masters, escellent Wanted: rennet(s) summer and/or in
condition. Rick Strauss, DA 3.8948,
Cal Jean 298"4441.
(Count 33 Lefton and Spares for Each Line)
Star-Sing Date _____
Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle One)
I959 A.H. Sprite, good condition. 465 House for serious responsible men. S
mer $20. Fn.
$37.50, ui.,. inc. 400
Ne. C. afternoons & evenings.
Enclosed $
Check No.
_ 13th. CV 5.6619. eves.
59 Mods. Itk,st cl, $250. Good town
Nism
_
2 girls to share opt 455 5 u-;sr. CV 5-7090.
297.5800 after 5:30.
Address
13 Ford. ", 1^,i. $100 or offer. 64/ Low Summer Rates. Mod.
_____
City
__
Phone
So, 124h 293 6094
bdrmi. S75 mo. 2 bd.,. $95 - 6th St. 292-3846.
’59 Yeses ISO
Fe’ rend $250. 241.
2336
MIRCHANDISI (16)

I Folk Singers
In Cafeteria

Belts Installed

The tolksinging of the -Moona campus group, will
highlight Cafe Capers today at
2 p.m. in the cafeteria. The duo,
composed of students Chuck Cate
and Abe Cordova, won last month’s
Allen Hall talent contest.

shiners.-

Students who have purchased
seat belts at the Spartan Bookstore during the current safety
campaign may have them installed
today and tomorrow from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at the corner of San
Carlos and Eighth Streets.
thou:Arial arts students will do
the installing for $1.50 per set. ’
The installation takes no more
than 20 minutes. The service will
also be available on Thursday and
Frdiay. May 23-24.
The Seat Belt Safety campaign
will continue until Friday, May
24. Students can purchase reduced
price seat belts for $6.19 at the
bookstore during the sale. The
belts usually sell for $10 to $12.
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Are You Thirsty?
Treat yourself to a cool, tasty

ORANGE JULIUS
Mode only from fresh oranges

15c
ORANGE JULIUS
Corner of lit and San Fernando

For Her Pleasure At
Her Dance, Give Her

nnnnn

A Distinctive Corsage

El
0
Pim
Dc,
pull
was
this
tar!,
Pal,
cha

SINCE 1885
"FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS"

terri
fog

2nd and San Fernando
, of Distinction
CYpress 2-8312
THE FINEST ALWAYS - AND YOU PAY NO MORE

BUYDAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES

’56 Austin Hasty Ion 4 xdo. P/Ii. gd. Vapyhe’s,
rt len announces its steel
wide clear.-f ’-ens rlorhing. Sale
?’.1 4997
moi’h -nd
mare then
Warp,’
On
Neu
57
56 Ford
, ,
vs’. $450 774 wet, cities lot Sal.
,
-/
1-, .
Typewriter, Olympia, good cond.
75. 4n57 1.., 510 pee

1957 Chevy 4 ,ir-nr Soden. Pr I, rt.
/, I. nut., trans. 40,000 ml 2 tone.
8:11, 297.2789.
New Moon trailer, 45 e 10. 2 bd.fu, ewninii, cooler, etc. cond. $2505
1959 Vohs, basic black, ’/it, good cond. AN 4-2209 wedy after 5.30.
25C. 292.3857.
Woofed: used 1.7H-weight girl’s bur,
Y.W. Red, ,,n roof. rift a, ’c inn. Cal Jr.,- 798 4641.
.
marulitn, deluge 1450 759-0958
F. M. tuner.’ lord ronditirin 119101
2.019s
’56 Yolks rerevf ene .-oorl Meter no
& Tier &OS’S 258-4111
Weel Ins i79Y 16 "need riere,ler b, 114
297 V019
311 Da
14euthid, good cond. P11/5 atm. C40 be
,r4tAionci, .71
Ave... S.J Surfboard 9’ 3". orrellent ondition $90 I
WO.
Call 178 0157.

Minimum
Two lints
O n* time

2
3
4
5

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for

One tin+,
SOO a line

Three times
250 a line

Five times
20o a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.75

1.00

50

each add+, line
- -- -For display advertising rates call CY 44414, Ext. 2061.
from 1.20 to 4:20. Monday through Friday.

A
Fc

3.88

SALE!

MAKE A "BEE LINE"
FOR THIS A -LINE WRAP
SKIRT NOW!
At thic tiny prime
you d better hurry!

.. 100% cotton duck

in terrific shades of rod,
white of blue,
we-, 7 to 13
trIrir

. . wmrlie, Ili. 4 dream!

rAlirPWA

ro/nr .r. ’trip 11001

SHOP THURSDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHTS UNTIL 9 P.M.

